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Abstract. Following Skorokhod, several authors in recent years have proposed

methods to define a stopping time T for Brownian motion (Xt, J5",) such that XT will

have some preassigned distribution. In this paper a method utilizing additive func-

tional is explored. It is applicable not only to Brownian motion but all symmetric

stable processes of index a > 1. Using this method one is able to obtain any distribution

having a finite a—1 absolute moment. There is also a discussion of the problem of

approximating symmetric stable processes with random walks.

Introduction. Several authors in recent years have proposed methods to solve

the following problem. Given a random variable Fand a Brownian motion process

(Xt, JFt) find a stopping time T for (Xt, such that XT had the same distribution

as Y. Skorokhod [11] first dealt with the problem in the course of showing that

Brownian motion could be approximated by certain random walks. However, the

stopping times that he used were measurable with respect to o-algebras larger than

those generated by the process itself. Root [10], while extending the work of

Skorokhod and Dubins [4], used different methods to define the stopping times,

both of which depended only on the sample paths.

In this paper a fourth method will be explored. The stopping times will depend

on weighted combinations of local limes and are applicable not only to Brownian

motion but also to symmetric stable processes of index a> 1. It will be shown that,

using this method with a symmetric stable process of index a> 1, any distribution

with an absolute moment of order a— 1 can be obtained (Theorem 16). In the case

of Brownian motion, if the first moment of the distributions is zero, then the

stopping time can be chosen such that the expectation of the stopping time is equal

to the second moment of the distribution (Proposition 17). Theorem 13 seems to be

of some interest in itself. It asserts that, iff(x) = |x|a_1 and (Xt, J^) is the symmetric

stable process of index a> 1 killed when Xt = 0, then (f(Xt),     is a martingale.
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Let R be the real numbers with the usual topology -T and SB be the Borel sets

generated by !F. The closure of a subset A of R will be denoted by A, its interior

by A°, and its complement by A°.

The set of continuous functions on R will be denoted by ^ and the continuous

functions with compact support will be denoted by %>K. In general, our notation

and terminology will follow that of Blumenthal and Getoor [2].

A measure is said to be a Radon measure if it is finite on compact sets. A

sequence of Radon measures nn will be said to converge weakly to a Radon measure

li^O if for all fe1?K

We note that this differs from the weak convergence usually used in probability

theory. See for instance [1].

Let A=(A(,lFt) be the symmetric stable process of index a for 1 <a^2. The

process Xt(a>) will also be denoted by X(t, to). We denote the basic probability

space by Q and denote the probability measure associated with the process origin-

ating atjcei? by Px. For each / äO there is a map 6t: £2 —>■ D suchthat As° dt = Xt + S.

For a Borel set A of R let TA denote the stopping time

(a) almost surely At is nondecreasing and right continuous, and Ao = 0;

(b) for each t, At e &i\

(c) for each t and s, As + t = At + As° 6t a.s.

We shall also write A(t, a>) or A(t) for At.

One defines the support of an additive functional A by

where R='mf{t : At>0}. The support of A is closed in the fine topology, which

for the symmetric stable processes of index a > 1 coincides with !F. Thus Supp (A)

is closed. Also FSuppM) = R and {/: /l(r+£)-^(0>0 for all £>()}<={/: A"(eSupp(^)}

almost surely.

An additive functional A of Ais said to be perfect if there is a set A e IF such that

Px(A)=l for all x and, if to e A, At + s(co) = At(to) + As <> dt(a>) for all t and s. A is

said to be continuous if almost surely the function t —> At is continuous.

A continuous additive functional L(t, x, a>) (or L{t, x)) of A is a local time at x

if Supp (L(t, x)) = {x}. The symmetric stable processes of index a > 1 do indeed have

local times at each x and, moreover, L(t, x) can be chosen in such a way that it is

perfect, it is jointly continuous in t and x, and for any Borel subset A of R

TA = M{t : t > 0, XteA}.

An additive functional of the process Ais a family of functions

{At : t ^ 0, At : £2 -> [0, oo]}
such that

Supp (A) = {x : PX(R = 0) = 1}
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where IA is the indicator function of A. Note that this implies that for fixed t the

function of x, L(t, x), has compact support.

For further information on additive functionals, local times, and Markov

processes in general, we refer to [2].

Let M be the set of Radon measures on (R, 3$) which are not identically zero.

For Lie M define

Since L(t, x) has compact support and /z is finite on compact sets, A\t, <u) is finite

for all t. The dominated convergence theorem then yields the fact that Au(t, w) is

continuous in /. It is then easily verified that A"(t, w) is a perfect continuous

additive functional. A"(t, to) will also be denoted A"(t), A? or simply A".

Lemma 1. Supp (Au) = Supp (/*).

Proof. First choose z e Supp (/x). Observe that since Supp (/_(/, z)) = {z},

for any t>0. Fix r>0. Using the continuity of L(t, z) in z, there exists Pz a.s. a

neighborhood U(io) of z such that L(t, x, a>)>0 on U(cu). Since z e Supp (li),

n(U(w))>0 so

ThusP2[inf{r : A? >0} = 0]= 1 so z e Supp (A").

Now consider a z £ Supp (jx). If T= TSassp(u) then PS(T> 0) = 1. Thus we can show

that z £ Supp (Au) by showing that Au(T(o), w) = 0Pz a.s. To show that Au(T(a>), a>)

= 0 Pz a.s. it suffices to show that Pz a.s. L(P(cu), x, cu) = 0 for all xe Supp (/x).

Now for a given x e Supp (li), L(T(a>), x, a>) = 0 Pz a.s. since TSTM and {x} =

Supp (L(r, x)). Let B be a countable dense subset of Supp (/*) and

Clearly P2(A) = 0. Now, given any x0 e Supp (/x), if L(T(a>), x0, a>) > 0 then

L(T{w), x, cu)>0 for some x e x9, since L(T(m), x, to) is continuous in x. Thus

fo> : L(P(<u), x, w) = 0 for all x 6 Supp (/x)} c {w : l(P(oj), jc, m) = 0 for all x e B}

and the lemma follows.

Lemma 2. If E is a closed set then

P%L(t, z) > 0) = 1

A = {cu : L(T(w), x, tu) > 0 for some x e B}.

TE = inf {t : L(t, x) > 0 /or some x e P} a.^.

Moreover for t<TE, E is contained in the interior of the set {x : L(t, x) = 0}.
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Proof. Take li to be a finite measure on E such that Supp (li) = E. Then, since

Supp (A") = E, by 3.5 of Chapter V of [2]

so the first statement is proved.

For the second statement, let {Un} be a decreasing sequence of open sets such that

E<=Un<= t7n<= £/„_! so that Tn \ TE where Tn = Tun. If t<TE then t<Tn for some n,

so a.s. L(t, x) — Q for x e Un so the lemma is proved.

For ix e M let T«(.y) = inf{? : ^f>^} and Pu(s) = m({t : Af^s}. One verifies that

for fixed s both t"(j) and pB(s) are stopping times. In addition t"(j) and p"(s) are

finite a.s. Indeed for the symmetric stable processes lim,_K L(t, x) = oo a.s. so

lim(J00.4" = oo a.s. which yields the finiteness of t" and p".

In the sequel we will drop the /x in the notation A", t", and p" when there is no

danger of confusion.

Lemma 3. If fxe M, X(t(s)) e Supp (A) a.s. Also for each s, t(s) = p(s) a.s. and

p(s) = hmuU t(h).

Proof. The last statement is obvious. To prove that X(t(s)) e Supp (A), note

that A(r(s))<A(t(s) + e) for any e>0. Theorem 3.8 of Chapter V of [2] now

implies that X(t(s)) e Supp (A) a.s.

To show that t(s) = p(s) a.s., recall first that the symmetric stable processes are

quasi-left-continuous. That is, if p„ —s- p then X(Tn) —> X(T) a.s. Choose an

increasing sequence un -> s. Since X(r(un)) e Supp (A) a.s., X(t(u^)) -* X(p(s)) a.s.

and Supp (A) is closed, we have X(P(s)) e Supp (A) a.s. Now using the fact that

A(P(s)) = s we have

E*[<s)-p(s)]

= E*[mf {t : A{t) > s}-P(s)i = £*[inf {/ : A(P(s) + t) > s}]

= £*[inf{t : A(P(s)) + A(t) o 6pis) > s}] = P|jiif{( :       .       > 0}]

= £^[£X("(s»(inf{r : ,4(0 > 0})].

Since X(p(s)) e Supp L4) a.s. and inf {t : A{[t) >0} = 0 Pz a.s. for z e Supp (A), we

have

Thus r(s) = p(s) a.s.

Proposition 4. If p.n, fxe M and p.n p. weakly, then X(t"*(s)) -*■ Ar(T"(j)) a.s.

for alls^O.

Using the continuity of L(t, x) and the fact that Supp (fx) = E, one has

inf {t : L(t, x) > 0 for some x e p} = inf^r :   L(t,x)fx(dx) > 0

£*[t(s)-pO)] = p*[0] = 0.
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Proof. Let t„ = t"« and A" = A"n. Since L(t, x) is continuous in x and has compact

support a.s., A" = j L(t, x)iin(dx) —>• J" L(t, x)fx.(dx) = At a.s. for all t. In particular

^"(lim inf rB(j)) = .? = >4"(lim sup rn(s))

so

p"(s) S= lim inf t„(j) ^ lim sup rn(^) g tB(,y).

But pM0) = T"(i) a.s. so rn(s) -¥ r"(s) a.s. The quasi-left-continuity of the process

now yields the fact that a.s. X(rn(s))    A(rB(.y)) as asserted.

Although we could develop the following material with any fixed s, we will

henceforth take s = 1 so that t" = inf {t : At > 1}.

We now come to the basic definition. For Lie M define the measure \\>{fi) by

m(E) = P°(A(r«)eP}

for EeSS.

We now give to M the topology of weak convergence. In addition, we let P be

the set of probabilities on (R, S3) and give to P the topology of weak convergence

also. The next proposition gives two nice properties of the mapping ifi.

Proposition 5. If Lin-^ /x weakly then <A(/xn) —> 'P(li) weakly and, moreover,

Supp (00*))c Supp (/x).

Proof. By Proposition 1, if /xn -> /x weakly then A(t"») -> A(t") a.s., so in

particular 0Oxn) ~> 0(/x) weakly. By Lemma 1, Supp (^) = Supp (Au) and by Lemma

2 A(t) e Supp (Au) a.s. Thus by the definition of «/<, Supp        ^ Supp (ju) a.s.

The next proposition can be found in [9].

Proposition 6. Let S be a simplex, letf: S -* 5 be continuous and suppose that f

maps each face of S into itself. Then f is onto.

Proposition 7. Let E be a finite set and for a > 0

Mi = {fj.e M, Supp (ii) <= E, li(E) = a}.

Also let PE = {ve P, Supp (y)<=-E). Then <f> maps Mi onto PE.

Proof. Let E={a0, ak} and 5 be a ^-simplex with vertices {v0, vy,..., vk}.

Dehne«: M*->S by

W i = o

Clearly h is one-to-one and onto. Next note that when y.n, li e M£, /xn —> ii weakly

if and only if /xn(a() -> Li(at). Thus A is a homeomorphism. In the same manner we

can define g: PE -> 5 by

k

gi") = 2 KaOfi
i = 0
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and g is a homeomorphism. Consider the map g ° 0 ° A-1: 5. It is certainly

continuous and, since Supp (0(/x))<=Supp (ll), g o 0 o ß-1 takes each face of 5 into

itself. Thus g ° 0 ° A-1 is onto, which is equivalent to the assertion that 0 is onto.

Theorem 8. Ifv is any probability measure with compact support, then for any

0 < a < oo there is a fie M such that ll(R) = a, Supp (/*) = Supp (v) and rfi(Li) = v.

Proof. Let vn e P be a sequence of probability measures converging weakly to v

such that, for each n, Supp (vn) is a finite set and Supp (vn)<=Supp (v). By Proposi-

tion 3, there is a /x„ with Supp (/z„) = Supp (Vn), /xn(P) = a, and 0(/x„) = >v Now since

lln(R) = a f°r all « and Supp (/xn)<=Supp (v), which is compact by assumption, there

exists a subsequence /xn. of pn which converges weakly to a measure ll, where

fj.(R) = a and Supp (/x)cSupp (v). Since 0 is continuous,

0(f) = 0(lim /v) = Hm 0Ov) = lim kb, = v.

By Proposition 2, Supp (v)<=Supp (ll) so the theorem is proved.

If the measure /x is not finite on compact sets, then AI is not necessarily an

additive functional, since it may not be continuous on the right. However, t" will

still be a stopping time. This enables us to extend the domain of 0 to a larger class

of measures.

Let M* be the set of nonzero measures jionü such that lim„ /x([x — \jn, x+l/n])

= li({x}) for all x e R.

This is no restriction if ll([x — \jn, x+l/n]) is finite for some n, but it requires

ll({x}) to be infinite if the measure of every neighborhood of x is infinite.

If Lin, fie M*, then we will say /x„ converges to ll if, for any open set U,

liminf^n(c7) > ll(U)

and, for any compact set C, lim sup ll„(C) = MQ.

Notice that this convergence agrees with weak convergence if Lin and ll are Radon

measures.

Proposition 9. Suppose pn,peM* and let E={x : /x(x) = co}. Then /xn->/x if

and only if

(1) for all open sets U, U n E=£0 => llJJJ) -> oo,

(2) for allfe(€K such that Supp (/) n E= 0, J*/fl>„ -> // dp.

Proof. Since li e M*, E is closed. Let F={x : x e U e 3~ => lim pn(U) = c°}-

(a) Suppose pn-^p. Let xeE. If xeU then ll(U) = <x> so lim inf pn(U) = co.

Thus x e E => x e F. If x$E then there is an e>0 such that /x([x — e, x + e]) <co.

Then lim sup ^n([x —£, x + e]) <co so x £ F. Thus P=P.

If fe<£K and Supp(f)nE=0 then Supp(/)<={/, where lim sup/*„(£/)<oo.

Indeed, every point not in E has such a neighborhood, so compact sets do also.

Since lim sup /xn(£/)<co, p(U)<oo also. Thus pn and /x are finite measures on U

and it is well known that the conditions on pn and ll imply that J"/ d/xn -> j f dp.
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(b) Assume statements (1) and (2). If U is an open set and U n E+0, then

lim inf pn(U) = <x>, so in particular lim inf pn(U)^p(U). If U n E=0 then j/a/*n

-yj/fl/i. for fe^K and Supp (/)<= £/. Now if 7^ is the indicator function of {/,

then 7[; = lim/; where f^Iu andfie'£K. Clearly Supp (/)<= t/. By the monotone

convergence theorem, we can choose f=f such that p(U) — jf dp<e if p(U)<<x>,

ox \ f dp>n \f p(U) = ao. Since j /dpn -> $f dp, we have

lim inf (in(U) ^ limj/^n

= jfdp > KU)~£   ^KU) < co,

> n if /x(C/) = co.

Since e and n were arbitrary, lim inf pn(U)^p(U).

Let C be a compact set. If Cc\E+0, p(C) = oo so lim sup ^n(C)^/x(C). If

C n E=0, then, as before, Cis contained in an open set U such that lim sup pn(U)

<co and thus p(U)<co also. Again, if Ic is the indicator function of C, then

Ic = \\m.f, where f e <gK, Supp (ft)<= U, f^Ic, and/=l. Thus by the dominated

convergence theorem, we can choose f=ft such that J"/dp — J" Ic dp<e. Thus

limsuPMn(C)glim|/^ = J/^<KC) + e

so again lim sup pn(C) = KC)-

Proposition 10. If pne M* and lim inf pn(K)>0 for some compact set K, then

there exists a subsequence pn> of pn and a measure pe M* such that pn. —> p.

Proof. Throughout, all subsequences will be denoted by pn. even though they

will be continually modified to satisfy new requirements.

Let Uk be a countable base for 9" and select pn- such that for all k either

lim pn,(Uk) = co or lim sup pn,(Uk)<oo. Let

F = {x : x e U => lim pn'(U) = co}.

Again, F is closed, and if/e ^K such that Supp (f)<=Ec, then

lim sup jfdpn< < co.

Denote by TK the functionsf e^K such that Supp (/) n P= 0. Letfk, k = 1, 2,...,

be a countable set from which is dense in ^ in the uniform topology. Select

the pn. such that J" fk dpn. converges for all fk and let L(fk) = lim J" fk dpw. Clearly L

can be extended to all of W'K and, on 1£'K, L is linear and nonnegative. Thus by the

Riesz Representation Theorem there is a p on F° such that L(f) = jfdp for all

/ e      Extend the definition of p by defining

K{x)) ~ 00   if x e P-
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Then, by Proposition 9, /x„< -^-/x. Clearly p.(K)>0, so /x is not trivial.

Proposition 11. If p.n, p. e M* and pn ->■ p, then 0(/xn) -> iji(p).

Proof. As before, we will show that t"« -> t" a.s. Denote t"» by rn. Let E=

{x : p(x) = co}. By Lemma 2, if t> TE then a.s. L(r, x)>0 for some x e E so that

y4? = co a.s. Thus t"^Te a.s. By the same reasoning, lim sup rn£Tg a.s.

Let Uk be an increasing sequence of open sets such that Uk<= Uk + 1, Uk is compact

and pc = IJ Uk. Define gk(A) = p(A n l/k). Recall that p{ = inf {t : ^f=l}=T? and

that for finite measures p?=T{ a.s. We wish to show that pB = i-H a.s. If P" = TE

there is nothing to prove, since t"^Te. If Pu(to) < TE(to), then for fixed co, the

support of the continuous function of x, L(t, x, to), is contained in Uk for some k.

Let Qk={w : Supp (L(p«, x, <*))<= Uk}. On ofc,

1 = Jp(p«, *H<fr) = f LOA

so p" = P(ic = tl*:^tu a.s. Thus pu = tu a.s.

Let 5 = lim inf Ta, If S-Cf-cTjs then Supp(L(/, x)) n£=0 a.s. so

|*L(f, x)pn{dx) —> |*Z.(r, x)p(dx).

Now lim sup J L(f, x)pn(dx) ä 1 so f      xHdx) £ 1. That is, p" % S. But p" = t" a.s.

so tw^lim inf t„ a.s. if lim inf rn<TE. On the other hand this conclusion clearly

holds if lim inf rn ä TE since t" S T£.

If t» < ? < TE then Supp (P(>, x)) nE=0 so

x)ftn(t/x)->        x)^(Jx) > 1,

and it follows that lim sup t„ < t\ Thus, if either lim inf t„ < TE or t" < TE, then

t" = lim inf rn = lim sup rn a.s.

The only other possibility is that tb = lim rn = TE, so the proposition is proved.

Proposition 12. If v is a probability measure with compact support, then there is a

measure pe M* such that Supp (p) = Supp (y), p(R) = oo and >p(p) = v.

Proof. By Theorem 8, for each n there exists a h,eM such that Supp (pn)

= Supp(v), Lin(R) = n and 4>(pn) = v. Clearly lim inf /un(Supp (v))>0 so, by Propo-

sition 10, there exists a subsequence /xn. of pn and fie M* such that pn> -> p. By

Proposition 11, ip(p) = v. It also follows that

/x(P-Supp(x)) S lim inf /xn.(P- Supp (»)) = 0

so Supp (p.) = Supp (v). Also

/x(Supp (v)) = lim sup /xn.(Supp (>>)) = oo

so /x(Supp (v)) = co.
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The preceding material can be extended to somewhat more general spaces but

for the following results we have to invoke properties of the symmetric stable

processes in a very crucial manner.

Theorem 13. Let (Xt, &j) be the symmetric stable process of index a> 1 and S0

an ^stopping time such that E{\X(S0)\a~1}<<x>- Define SX=S0 + T{0) ° B(SQ) and,

for ?>0, St = (S0 + t)rsSx. Let @t=&(St) and Yt=\X(St)\«Then (Y„9t) is a

positive right continuous martingale.

Proof. Denote p{0) by T. We first show that for any xe R, t>0,

Ex{\X(t a p)|a_1} = I*!""1.

To this end, a sequence of functions, hn, is defined as follows. Let

hn(0) = 0   and   hn(ri) = 2«a" V(«a"1 -11 -n|a_1+ 1).

For all other x, let pn = 7,<0,n) = inf {t : Xt e {0, «}} and define hn(x) = Ex{hn ° X(Tn)}

=Px{X(Tn) = n}hn(n). Getoor [5] has shown that

Px{X(Tn) = n} = (na-1-\x-n\a-1+\x\a-1)!2na-1

so

hn(x) = (na-1-\x-n\a-1 + \x\a-1)l(na-1-\\-n\a-1 + l).

(In particular hn(l) = 1.)

Now observe that for any stopping time RSTn we have Tn = R + Tn° 9R (Tn is

the hitting time of {0, «}) and for any a, Pa{T{a)=0}= 1 so

Ex{hn(X{R))} = Ex{E™{hn c A-(r„)}}

= o X(R + Tn o 0B)} = o A^(pn)} = AB(x).

In particular Ex{hn ° X(t a Tn)} = hn(x).

We will show that hn(x) -> I*!""1 and that for fixed />0, the functions on O,

hn o X(tATn), are uniformly integrable. Since P{Tn = T} -*> 1 these will imply that

p*{|Ar(f a r)!*-1} = IjcI*-1.

To show that hn(x)^ \x\a~1 note that the function f(z) = za'1 has slope /'(z)

= (a — 1 )z" " 2 which (since a < 2) converges to zero for large z. Thus na~1—\n — x\a~1

—> 0 as n —> co so

To show that the functions kn ° X(t a Tn) are uniformly integrable we will show that

|A„(x)| <2\x\"~1 <2x + 2. To see that this is enough, observe that \XS\, s^t, is a

right continuous positive submartingale so that the functions |A(/ap„)| are uni-

formly integrable (see T19, VI of [8]). Now note that hn(n)>0 so it follows from

the definition that hn(x)ä0 for all xe R. Also since 1 <a<2 we have

n"-1-^-!]"-1 = 0
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so 0Shn(x)^na-1-\n-x\cc-1+\x\a-1. We must show that na~x-\n-x\a'x

^\x\a~x or rather na-1£\x\a-1 + \n—x\m-1. If n^x or x^O then n"'1 ^\x\'x-1

or n"'1 S\n-x]"'1 so there is nothing to prove. If n>x>0 then the inequality

becomes ya^1 + za~1^(y + z)a_1 for y, z>0 which follows from the fact that

f(z) = za~1 is concave and /(0) = 0.

We have now established that

Ex{\X(t A T)^-1} = I*!8-1.

This immediately gives us that

E{\X(St)\a-1 I &(S0)} = E{\X((S0 + t) A Sco)|-1 I ̂ (S0)}

= P{|A%S0 + (? a rt0}) o I J^(50)}

= E™«>{\X(t A T{0})|«-1} = IJXS,»)!-1.

By letting S0 = St, one obtains

EplSlJI«-1!^)} = I AW"1.
This is the martingale property. The process is clearly right continuous.

Corollary 14. If S0 is an ,Wt stopping time such that E{\X(S0)\a~1}<oo, and

Ti, T2 are ß$ stopping times such that S0^T1^T2SSX, = S0 + Tm ° 8So, then

E{\X(T2)\"-i} EdXiTJ]-1}.

IfT2S (S0 +10) a S„, then equality holds.

Proof. Let R1 = T1 — S0. Pi is a &t stopping time since

{Pi £ /} = {T.-So 3 f} = {T, g S0 + r} = m g (So + 0 A 5m}eJf-(5{) = %.

Likewise R2 = T2 — S0 is a ^f stopping time. Using the fact that (Yt, @t) is a positive

right continuous martingale, we have (13, Chapter VI, [8]) E{Y(R1)}^E{Y(R2)}.

But Y(R1)=\X((S0 + R1)ASaD)\a-1 = \X(T1)\"-1 so

PfjATP,)!"-*} = fi^rTa)!"-1}.

In the case P2Sä(5'o + /o)AS'ot), R2^t0, so, since the family Yt, tSt0, is uniformly

integrable, equality holds.

Corollary 15. If (Xt, J^) is //?e symmetric stable process of index a>\, then

(I A^l""1, S't) is a right continuous submartingale. If Tn = inf{t: \Xt\>n} then

(\X(t A P„)|a_1, &t) ü a uniformly integrable submartingale.

Proof. Clearly | JTt + s|0!-1S: | AXO' + .s) A (T{0> ° &d)\a~\ and by Corollary 14,

PW"1} = a (P{0)o o,))!"-1}.

Thus (I A^l"-1, ^j) is a submartingale. Since f A Tn is a bounded stopping time, it

follows easily that (| X(t A PJ|a_1, is also a submartingale. It only remains to be

shown that it is uniformly integrable. But when m>n,

E{\X(t A rjj-1;\X(t A Tn)\ >m}^ E{\X(Tn)\«-i; \X(Tn)\ > m}

and by (1.4) of [3] E{\X(Tn)\"-1}<oo. The assertion then follows.
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In a private communication, McKean has shown that it is not necessary to use

Theorem 13 to show that |A'(|o;"1 is a submartingale. In particular, his proof does

not require the hitting distribution on which the proof of Theorem 13 was built, so,

it has more appeal. However it does not yield Theorem 13. It should also be

mentioned that McKean proved a much more general version of Corollary 15 in

the case a< 1 [7].

Theorem 16. Let (Xt,&t) be the symmetric stable process of index 1 <a^2. If

v eP, then v is in the range of <p if and only if j \x\a~1v(dx)<oo.

Proof. Suppose ijj(p.) = v. Choose t0 such that P{t" < t0} = p > 0. We will show that

J|*|»-M<&) = E{\X(t»)\«-*} ^ (2/p)E{\X(t0)\«-i}.

To this end, let Pn = inf{r : \Xt\>n}, rn = Tn/\t" and Pn=P{Tn<t0}. Clearly,

rn -> t", so that by quasi-left-continuity X(rn) -> X(t") a.s., and by Fatou's lemma

E{\X(t»)\"-i} ̂  liminfPdA-CrJI-1}.

Thus it will be enough to show that E{\X(rn)\a^1}^{2jp)E{\X^l"'1}.

Now, let S=(t0 + T{0)° d(t0))ATn. In words, S is the first time the process

escapes from the interval [ — n, n], or, hits zero after time t0. Now write

P{|A(tn)|-1} = P{|A(rn)|-l;rn < t0}

+ E{\X(Tn)\°-i; t0^rnS S} + E{\X(Tn)\"-i; Tn > s}

For the first term on the right-hand side, we use the fact that lA^"-1 is a right

continuous submartingale to obtain

fillJSM-1; rn < /„} r£ E{\X(rn A t0)\"-l} 3 E{\X(t^*-*}.

For the second term we certainly have

E{\X(Tn)\«-i;t0 ^rn^S}^ E{\X(t0 V (r„ A S))]"'1}

since t0 V (t„ a S) = rn on t0£rn^S. But t0^t0v (rnA S)St0 + Tm ° e(t0) so by

Corollary 14 this second term is bounded by E{\ A,(f0)|a"1}.

For the third term, consider the following. If rn> S, then X(S) = 0. Thus the

process is where it was to begin with except for the fact that P{rn > 5} = 1 - p and

A"(S) might be positive. However if A"(S) is positive then we would expect to stop

sooner than if we were to start afresh so we anticipate that

E{\X(Tn)\«-i; rn > S} 3 {\-p)E{\X(Tn)\«^}.

This together with the above would lead us to the inequality

E{\X(rn)\«-i} ^ 2E{\X(t0)\"-i} + (l-p)E{\X(Tn)\«-i}
or

E{\X(rJ\-1} ^ (2lp)E{\X(t0)\"^}

which is the desired inequality.
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Let us verify that

E{\X(rn)\<"i; rn> S}^ (1 -p)E{\X(tJ\->}.

Let t* = S+rn o 0S so that t„ is the stopping time one would obtain if one did start

afresh at time S. One verifies that t* g Tn. Also t* ^ t„. Indeed, if t„ > S then

Tu o 6S = inf{t : Ato6s > 1}

g inf {t : ^s + ^t ° 0S > 1} = inf {t : As + t > 1} = r»-S

so t* = (S+t" o es)Ar,äT«A7, = Tr Now using the fact that \X(thT^"'1 is a

uniformly integrable submartingale, we obtain

£{|A(rB)|«-i; t„ > 5} 3 ^(t*)!*"1; rn > S} = E{\X(S+u • W"1; rn > 5}

- istE^nwi"-1]; rn > s} = eota^i«-1]; r, > S}

since A(S) = 0 if r„>S. But £°{| Afr,,)!01-"1} is constant, so

£{|A(rn)|*-i; rB > 5} 3 £{lA(rB)|«-i}£{rB > 5} 3 (1 -/>)£{|

and the inequality is demonstrated. Thus,

\\x\"-\(dx) ^-E{\X{tQ)\°-i}

which is finite since a stable distribution of index a has finite y absolute moments

for all y<a. Thus half of the theorem is proved.

Now suppose that J \x\a~1v(dx)< M<oo. We know that if v has compact

support, then v is in the range of </>. We thus suppose that the support of v is not

compact and define a sequence of measures vn such that Supp (Vn) is compact and

vn converges to v weakly. In particular, let en and e_n denote the probability

measures with unit mass at n and — n respectively and let

vn{A) = y(An(-n, n)) + Xns_n(A) +P^n(A)

where An = v( — oo, n] and pn = v[n, oo). By Proposition 12, there is a measure en such

that >ji(fj.n) = vn and Lin(R) = co- If the sequence {fin} has a subsequence which con-

verges weakly to some measure n, then by Proposition 11, </>(/n) = x and we are done.

Assume that {p.n} has no weakly convergent subsequence. By Proposition 10,

this is equivalent to assuming that lim ^n(C) = 0 for every compact set C. We will

show that this leads to a contradiction.

If ftn(C) —> 0 for all compact sets C, then since the function of x, L(t, x, to), has

compact support a.s., it follows that Au«(t, to) —> 0 a.s. for each t >0. This clearly

implies that if rn = inf {t : A""(t)> 1} then t„ oo a.s. In particular, for any fixed

number a, we can choose n large enough that P{rn > Tla)) > \ and P{rn > T{ _ „,} > \.

To obtain the desired contradiction, let a = (4M)1Ka~v where Mäj |x|ff-1f(^A:)

= J* l*!*-1"?/^*) and we also assume that A/S 1.
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Now Lin(R) = co and Fn has compact support, so there is a point b such that

Lin({b}) = oo. Since rn£Tm (see the proof of Proposition 11), it follows that \b\>a.

If b > 0, take S0 = rnA Tla}. (The case b < 0 can be treated similarly.) Let Tx = t„ a 5»

where 5,CO = S0 + T{0> ° 0(SO). Clearly X(T1) = X(rn) unless ATPi) = 0 so

E{\X(rn)\°-i} = ^ITO)!-1}.

On the other hand if T2 = SxATm, then, since rHgTm, S0SP, = P2 = S«, so, by

Corollary 14,

£{[X(T1)|a-1} ^ E{\X(T2)\"-i}.

Thus to obtain the contradiction, it is enough to show that E{\X(T2)\a~1}> M.

Now we have chosen n such that P{rn > T{a)} > \ so P{S0 = TM} > i and

P{Z(50) = a} > i.

Now this implies that

P{A(T2) = o} = 7>{r{M < Soo} = P{50 + T{M o 6(S0) < S0 + Tm o Ö(S0)}

= £{PX(So){r(i)} < r{0)}} = $p*{Tm < rm}.

Using Corollary 6.8 of [5] we have

P{X(T2) = b} ^ ir[(ba-1 + aa-1-(b-a)a-1)l2ba-1].

Thus

E{\X(T2)\"-i} > 1 4ba-\     '     -b"-1 > ka-1

since 6>a>0 so that ba'1-{b-af-x>Q. But aa"1=4M so £'{|A'(r2)|a:-1}>M.

This is the desired contradiction so the theorem is proved.

[Note. In a recent paper, Loynes gives a partial answer to the question of what

distributions can be obtained using the stopping times depending on barriers as

defined by Root. Modifying the proof above, one can show that (for Brownian

motion) using barriers one can obtain a given distribution if and only if it has a

finite absolute moment.]

The interest in Theorem 16 results from its usefulness in showing that Brownian

motion can be approximated by certain random walks. For this purpose it is

important to know that the expectation of the stopping time is finite. Of course in

general this cannot be true, but, for Brownian motion we can show that it is true

in the situations where one expects it to be.

Proposition 17. Let (Xt,^) be Brownian motion and Y be a random variable

such that E{Y} — 0 and E{Y2}<oo. Then, there is a measure p such that X(tu) has

the same distribution as Y and E{t"} < co.

Proof. Let v be the measure induced by Y on R. If Supp (v) is compact, let

a = inf Supp (v) and o = sup Supp (v). By Proposition 12, there is a measure a e M*

with infinite mass such that \ji{a) = v and Supp (a) = Supp (v). Let E={x : a(x) = co}.
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Since \xdv = Q we have aSOSb, and, since Brownian motion has continuous

paths and raSTE (see the proof of Proposition 11), we must have E^{a, b}. We

will show that E can be taken to be {a, b}.

Of course P#0 so let us suppose that E={a}. Let P=P{0>(,} A t". Then

so X(T) ä X(t") a.s. Using the martingale properties of Brownian motion, we have

E{XT} = 0. But E{X(ra)} = 0 also so X(T)=X(t") a.s. That is, X(ra) = b on the set

ra>Tm a.s. Define lieM* by Li(b) = oo and /j,(A) = a(A) if An{b} = 0. Then

tu = ta unless ra>Tm. But in that case X(r") = b = X(t") so A(t") and A^01) have

the same distribution, the distribution of Y. Also t*3P{0,&) so P{t"}<co.

Now suppose that Supp (v) is not compact and choose a sequence of probability

measures vn with compact support such that vn -> v, j" x dvn = 0 and J" x2 «Vn ̂  | x2 dv.

Choose pn such that </r(/xn) = vn, Lin(R) = cc and P{t"»}<co. It is well known that

E{t""} = J" x2 flVn5S j x2 dv. As in Theorem 16, we can argue that {/iin} has a convergent

subsequence converging to some p e M* and i/i(/m) = i\ Moreover along this subse-

quence t"» -> t" so by Fatou's lemma P{t"} = lim inf ^t"«}^^ dv.

A random variable is in the domain of normal attraction of the normal distribu-

tion if and only if it has a finite variance. Proposition 17, and the fact that for a

Brownian motion stopping time T, E{T} = E{X2} if E{T} <oo, gives us the result

that a random variable Y with mean zero can be realized as A(t") for some lie M*

such that £{t"}<co if and only if Tis in the domain of normal attraction of the

normal distribution. For stable processes other than Brownian motion this state-

ment is not true. We can say the following.

Proposition 18. Let (Xt, J^) be a symmetric stable process of index a>\. If a

random variable Y has the same distribution as A(t") for some li e M* where £{t"}

= a<oo, then Y is in the domain of normal attraction of the distribution of Xa.

Proof. Let Xln) = nllaX{tjn) and ^t = ^{tjn). Then (At(n), 0t) is also a symmetric

stable process of index a. Let P<jn) = 0. Define inductively T}n) to be r" for the

symmetric stable process of index a,

Then the random variables Tin) are identically distributed and, for fixed n, the T[n)

are independent. But this implies that the random variables Sn = (l/n) 2f=i T[n)

converge in measure to a, since E{T[n)} = a. Now 2?= i 7?n) is a @t stopping time so

{A(P) * A(t°)} c {X(T) = b}

2 PiCn) = nt\ e = &{nt\n) = 3Ft.
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Thus (I/n) 2?=i T}n) is an stopping time. Since (1/n) 2f=i T(n) converges to a in

probability, it follows that X((l/n) 2"=i T}*7) converges to Xa in distribution. But

which has the same distribution as

But for each « the random variables A(n)(2$ = i P)B))-A(n)(2^i PH are independ-

ent and have the same distribution as Y. Thus if Yu Y2,... are independent random

variables each having the same distribution as Y, then n ~lla 2?=i Yi converges in

distribution to Xa.

The converse of this theorem is not true if a<2. The problem arises from the

fact that being in the domain of normal attraction of Xu say, depends only on the

tails of the distribution, while being realized with a stopping time with finite

expectation depends also on the "middle" of the distribution. Thus if one defines

for some fixed a>0

Y(co) = X^w)   if l^iHI > a,

= a if 0 g X^to) 3 a,

= -a      if -a 3 IiH < 0,

then Y is in the domain of normal attraction of Xx.

Now it follows from Proposition 18 that if Khas the same distribution as A(t")

for some /n e M* such that E{t"} < oo, then P{t"} = 1. On the other hand, t" is clearly

greater than TA where A={x : |x| >a). Since E{TA}> 1 for sufficiently large a, we

can conclude, for these a, that if A(t") has the same distribution as Fthen P{t"} = oo.

The problem is an interesting one in view of the following proposition which says

that some random variables in the domain of normal attraction of a symmetric

stable distribution can be used to approximate the symmetric stable process.

Proposition 19. Suppose that (Xt,^t) is a symmetric stable process of index

<x> 1. Let Yu Y2,.. . be independent random variables each having the same distribu-

tion as A(t") for ft. e M* where £,{r"}= 1. Define a sequence of processes

Yn(t) = n-1'" 2 Yt,      0 3*3 1.
i = i

Then each Yn(t) is equivalent to a process Vn(t) defined on the same space as Xt and,

moreover, if d is Skorokhod's Jx metric then d(Xt, Vn(t)) converges to zero in

probability.

Proof. As in Proposition 18 we define the processes (A/n), ^() and random

variables T(n). Define

Vn(t) = n-llaXln){2 T,mj,     0 3 t 3 I.
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In view of the choice of the T{n) and the independent increments, it is clear that

Yn(t) is equivalent to Vn(t).

Now n-llaXw(2in=i Tiw) = X(n~1 2S=1 T<n)) and supostsl I«"1 2s = i T^-t\

converges to zero in probability. (See, for instance, [10, Theorem 2.4].) Thus to

complete the proof we need only show that if sup0S(S1 2S = i T[n\co) — t \

converges to zero then d(Xt(to), X(n 1 2i-\ T}n))(a>)) also converges to zero. For

convenience denote n~1 2i"'i T}n) by yn{t). Given e>0 choose 0 = /0<?i< - -

<?m_x<l<?m such that supj(Si<(.+1 \Xt-Xt.\<e/2 for i=0, 1,..., Let

S = imin{£, (ti-ti^1),(\-tm.1),(tm-l)} and suppose supos(sl \yn(t)-I \ < 8.

Define for i<m

A(r4) = inf{; : r, £ yn(t) < ti + 1}.

Since for tl + &<t<tt+1 — 8, ti<yn(t)<ti + 1 and y„ is nondecreasing, A(?;) is well

defined and A(/()<A(r;) if i<j. Since yn is right continuous tj^yn(\(ti))<ti + 1.

Define A(rm)=l and for tt<t<ti + 1 define

A(0 = A(ri)+-^7 A(ri + 1).

Then A is a homeomorphism. Moreover one verifies that |A(;) — r|<SfSe and if

ti^t<ti + 1 then ?i^y„(A(r ))<?■ + ! so that \X{yn(\(t)))-X(t)\<e. Since «is arbitrary

the theorem is proved.

An example of a distribution to which Proposition 19 is applicable is the dis-

tribution of XT where T is the hitting time of the complement of any interval [a, b]

where a<0<b. Indeed if p[a, 6]=0 but /*({.*}) = co if x $ [a, b] then tu = T.
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